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Abstract: The transmission performance of cycloid ball planetary transmission (CBPT) is affected by cycloid tooth undercutting
directly, and the design of CBPT can be optimized by the non-undercutting condition. Firstly, the theoretical equation of cycloid
tooth is given, and the curvature radius of cycloid tooth profile is derived. Secondly, according to the relationship between the
curvature radius and the distribution circle of balls, the non-undercutting condition of cycloid tooth profile is established, and the
non-undercutting critical condition is deduced. Finally, the validity of the non-undercutting critical condition is verified by
simulation. The result shows that the non-undercutting critical condition can be used to optimize the design of CBPT.
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Introduction a
The undercutting of cycloid tooth is a difficulty of

planetary

transmission

optimization

[2-3]

including

, dynamics analysis

selection of cycloid curtate ratio

[6-7]

[4-5]

reliability
, and value

, the research of

the cycloid ball planetary transmission (CBPT), which

non-undercutting design method is reported rarely, and

has great influence on cycloid tooth design and tooth

the judgment method of the non-undercutting condition

shape

synthesis

is never given. This paper focuses on the problem of

curvature of engagement pair and the pressure angle of

cycloid undercutting. According to the relationship

cycloid tooth profile are changed by the undercutting of

between the cycloid curvature radius and ball radius,

cycloid tooth, and the transmission ability and

the minimum function of the undercutting condition is

optimization.

Furthermore,

reliability are decreased

[1]

the

. Although many scholars

have done theoretical research on the cycloid ball

obtained, and the design criteria of cycloid with nonundercutting can be acquired using this function.
2

†


The structure and working principle
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Fig. 1 shows the structure of CBPT. The epicycloid
groove is milled on the left side of planetary disc, of
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which tooth number is Z1. The hypocycloid groove is
milled on the right side of central disc, of which tooth

3.1 Theoretical tooth profile equation and curvature
radius of epicycloid

number is Z2. The CBPT is a two-tooth differenced
planetary transmission [8], so the relationship of teeth is

Epicycloid is the path of a point within the

Z 2  Z1  2. The balls are installed in the stagger zone
of the epicycloid groove and hypocycloid groove,
whose number is Z0, and Z0  (Z1  Z2 )/ 2. The
epicycloid groove, hypocycloid groove, and balls form
the cycloid ball engagement pair.

occurrence circle, which rolls on the base circle. The
theoretical tooth profile equation of epicycloid is
expressed as follows.

 x1  R0 cos θ1  Kr0 cos 1  Z1  θ1  ,

 y1  R0 cos θ1  Kr0 sin 1  Z1  θ1  ,

(1)

where x1 and y1 are the coordinates of epicycloid; R0 is
the radius of the ball distribution circle; r0 is the radius
of the occurrence circle; K is the cycloid curtate ratio;
and θ1 is the epicycloid generation angle.
According to the curvature formula of plane
curve [9], the theoretical tooth profile curvature radius

Legend:
1. Eccentric input shaft; 2. Equal velocity mechanism;
3. Planetary disc; 4. Ball; 5. Central disc; 6. Casing;
7. Clearance adjustment screw.

Fig. 1 The structure of cycloid ball planetary transmission

The eccentric input shaft drives the planetary disc to

of epicycloid can be expressed as
R0 1  K 2  2 K cos  Z11  
1 
,
1  K 2 Z 0  KZ 2 cos  Z11 
3

(2)

where 1is the theoretical tooth profile curvature radius

velocity mechanism, and then moves with translational

of epicycloid.
The parameters of cycloid tooth are shown in Table

motion. At the same time, the epicycloid groove on

1. According to Formula (2) and Table 1, the

planetary disc pushes the balls to move, and the central

theoretical tooth profile curvature radius of epicycloid

disc is pushed by the balls to rotate slowly. The

with one tooth is obtained as shown in Fig. 2.

move, the planetary disc is restricted by the equal

velocity variation is completed.
Table 1 The parameters of cycloid tooth

3

Theoretical tooth profile equation and curvature

Parameter

Z1

Z2

Z0

R0/mm

K

Value

29

31

30

90

0.2

radius
The theoretical tooth profile equation of trochoidal
cycloid and the curvature radius are given to solve the

In Fig. 2, the period of epicycloid generation angle

non-undercutting condition of cycloid tooth. In this

with one tooth is from 0° to 360°. When the epicycloid

paper, the curvature radius of cycloid tooth with a

generation angle is from 0° to 60°, the theoretical tooth

convex is defined as positive. The curvature radius of

profile of epicycloid is a concave, and the curvature

cycloid tooth with a concave is defined as negative.

radius increases. When the epicycloid generation angle
is about 60°, the tooth profile is changed from a
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concave to a convex; When the epicycloid generation

radius of hypocycloid.

angle is from 60° to 310°, the theoretical tooth profile

According to Formula (3) and Table 1, the

curvature radius of epicycloid decreases firstly then

theoretical

tooth

profile

curvature

radius

of

increases; When the angle is about 310°, the tooth

hypocycloid with one tooth is obtained as shown in

profile is changed to a concave again, and then the

Fig. 3.

curvature radius decreases.

Fig. 3 Theoretical tooth profile curvature radius
Fig. 2 Theoretical tooth profile curvature radius

of hypocycloid 2 changing with the

of epicycloid 1 changing with the epicycloid

hypocycloid generation angle 2

generation angle 1

In Fig. 3, the period of hypocycloid generation angle
with one tooth is from 0° to 360°. When the
3.2 Theoretical tooth profile equation and curvature
radius of hypocycloid

hypocycloid generation angle is from 0° to 60°, the
theoretical tooth profile of hypocycloid is a convex,
and the

curvature radius increases. When the

A hypocycloid is the path of a point within the

hypocycloid generation angle is about 60°, the tooth

occurrence circle, which rolls in the base circle. The

profile is changed from a convex to a concave. When

theoretical tooth profile equation of hypocycloid is

the hypocycloid generation angle is from 60° to 310°,

expressed as follows.

the curvature radius increases firstly then decreases.


 x2  R0 cos  2  Kr0 cos 1  Z 2  2  ,


 y2  R0 cos  2  Kr0 sin 1  Z 2  2  ,

When the hypocycloid generation angle is about 300°,
(3)

the tooth profile is changed to a convex again, and then
the curvature radius decreases.

where x2 and y2 are the coordinates of the hypocycloid;

4

Establishment of non-undercutting condition

θ2 is the hypocycloid generation angle.
According to the curvature formula of plane

The transmission effect is affected negatively by the

curve [9], the theoretical tooth profile curvature radius

undercutting of cycloid tooth, so the judgment method

of hypocycloid can be expressed as

of undercutting condition is very important. Whether

R0 1  K 2  2 K cos  Z 2 2  
2 
,
1  K 2 Z 0  KZ1 cos  Z 2 2 

the undercutting of cycloid tooth happens or not can be

3

(4)

where 2 is the theoretical tooth profile curvature

judged by the relationship between the cycloid
curvature radius and the ball radius, so the nonundercutting condition of cycloid tooth can be
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established by this relationship.

According to Formulas (2) and (5), the nonundercutting condition of epicycloid outside tooth can

4.1 Non-undercutting condition of epicycloid tooth

be simplified as:

Fig. 4 shows the engagement pair of a cycloid
groove and a ball. In Fig. 4, r is the radius of ball; β is
the angle of cycloid groove, which is 45° generally.
The undercutting will make the cusp of cycloid tooth,
then cause the contact stress increasing and part life
decreasing.

3

 S2
 T



where


  r cos  ,

R0

min

(6)

S  1  K 2  2 K cos  Z11   ; and T  1 
3

K 2 Z 0  KZ 2 cos  Z11  .
4.1.2 Non-undercutting condition of epicycloid inside
tooth
According to the curvature radius of epicycloid
inside tooth, and the non-undercutting condition of
epicycloid inside tooth is as follows.
C. When the tooth profile is convex, 1  0 , and
1  r cos   0 must be satisfied.
D. When the tooth profile is concave, 1  0 ,
1  r cos   0 is always satisfied, and the

Fig. 4 The engagement pair of cycloid groove and ball, where
r is the radius of ball; and β is the angle of cycloid groove

undercutting of epicycloid inside tooth never happens.
Combining

conditions

C

and

D,

the

non-

undercutting condition of epicycloid inside tooth is:
4.1.1 Non-undercutting condition of epicycloid outside

1  r cos  .

(7)

tooth
According to Formulas (2) and (7), the nonAccording to the curvature radius of epicycloid

undercutting condition of epicycloid outside tooth can

outside tooth, the non-undercutting conditions of

be simplified as

epicycloid outside tooth is as follows.
A. When the tooth profile is convex, 1  0 ,
1  r cos   0 is always satisfied, and the

 32
S
 T



undercutting of epicycloid outside tooth never happens.
B. When the tooth profile is concave, 1  0 , and
1  r cos  must be satisfied.
Combining

conditions

A

and

B,

the

54

(8)

4.1.3 Non- undercutting condition of epicycloid

non-

undercutting condition of epicycloid outside tooth is:

1  r cos   0.


  r cos  .

R0

min

According to Formulas (6) and (8), the non(5)

undercutting condition of epicycloid can be obtained as
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3
3


2
2
S
r
cos

S
 

 T   R , T  0;
0


min
 3
3
 2 
2
S
r
cos

S




,
 0.
 T 
R0
T
 min


G. When the tooth profile is convex, 2  0, and
2  r cos  must be satisfied.
(9)

H. When the tooth profile is concave, 2  0,
2  r cos   0 is always satisfied, and the undercutting of hypocycloid inside tooth never happens.
Combining

Conditions

G

and

H,

the

non-

undercutting condition of hypocycloid inside tooth is
4.2 Non-undercutting condition of hypocycloid tooth
4.2.1 Non-undercutting condition of hypocycloid
outside tooth

2  r cos  .

According to Formulas (4) and (12), the nonundercutting condition of hypocycloid inside tooth can
be simplified as

According to the curvature radius of hypocycloid
outside tooth, the non-undercutting condition of
hypocycloid outside tooth is as follows.
E. When the tooth profile is convex, 2  0,
2  r cos   0 is always satisfied, and the undercutting of hypocycloid outside tooth never happens.
F. When the tooth profile is concave, 2  0, and

 32
S
U



undercutting condition of hypocycloid outside tooth is:
(10)

According to Formulas (4) and (10), the nonundercutting condition of hypocycloid outside tooth
can be simplified as:


  r cos  ,

R0

min

undercutting condition of hypocycloid can be obtained
as
3
3


  S 2   r cos  , S 2  0;
 U 
R0
U


min
 3
3
 2 
2
 S   r cos  , S  0.


 U 
R0
U
 min


(14)

(11)
4.3 Non-undercutting condition of the CBPT

where U  1  K 2 Z0  KZ 2 cos  Z 22  .
4.2.2 Non-undercutting condition of hypocycloid inside
tooth
According to the curvature radius of hypocycloid
inside tooth, the

(13)

According to Formulas (11) and (13), the non-

Combining condition E and condition F, the non-

2  r cos  .


  r cos  .

R0

min

4.2.3 Non-undercutting condition of hypocycloid

2  r cos  must be satisfied.

3

 S2
 U



(12)

According to Sections 4.1 and 4.2, the nonundercutting condition of the CBPT can be obtained as
3

r cos   S 2
  
R0
T



 3
 , S 2

 T


min 

non-undercutting condition of

3


 ,  S 2

 U


 min 


 3
 , S 2

U


 min 

 
  .
 
 
 min  min
(15)

hypocycloid inside tooth is as follows.
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5

Non-undercutting critical condition

5.1 Solution

of

non-undercutting

condition

for

 32
S
 T




3
1  K 
 
.

1  K 2 Z0  Z2 K

min

(19)

epicycloid tooth
In order to solve the non-undercutting condition of
epicycloid tooth, Formula (9) is transformed as
follows.
1  K 2  2 K cos  Z11  
S2
.

T
1  K 2 Z 0  KZ 2 cos  Z11 
3

3

(16)

Let b  Z11 , the extreme value points of Formula
(16) can be solved as follows.

1

0 when Z  K  1;
0


Z0  2
;
180 when K 
2
Z0  1


3  Z 2   3Z 0  Z 2  K 2
arccos
Z2 K

b  
Z0  2

when
 K  1;

2Z 0  1

3  Z 2   3Z 0  Z 2  K 2

2π  arccos
Z2 K


Z0  2
when
 K  1.

2Z 0  1


(17)

of

non-undercutting

(20)

condition

for

can be obtained by solving the extreme value points of
Formula (14), and the method is same as in Section 5.1.
The non-undercutting condition of hypocycloid in the
extreme value points is obtained as follows.
When b  0 ,

 32
S
U




3
1  K 
 
.

1  K 2 Z 0  Z1 K

 min

When b  0 ,

(18)

(21)

When b  180,
3

S
 2
 U



the extreme value points is obtained as follows.
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min

The non-undercutting condition of hypocycloid tooth

(16), the non-undercutting condition of epicycloid in

When b  180 ,

 32
S
 T



hypocycloid tooth

Formula (17) expresses the possible places of


3
   1  K 
.

1  K 2 Z 0  KZ 0

min

3


6 1  Z 0 K 2   2
 3  3K 2 



Z2
 .

2  2Z 0 K 2  1  K 2  Z 2

5.2 Solution

extreme value points. Taking these points into Formula

3

S
 2
 T



When
3  Z 2   3Z 0  Z 2  K 2

 arccos
Z2 K

b  
,
2π  arccos 3  Z 2   3Z 0  Z 2  K 2

Z2 K



3
   1  K 

1  K 2 Z 0  Z1 K

min

When


 2Z1  3 K 2  3  Z1
,
 arccos
Z1 K

b  
 2Z1  3 K 2  3  Z1

2π

arccos
,

Z1 K
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3

3

S
 2
 U







min


6  Z 0 K 2  1  2

  3  3K 2 


Z1

 .

2
2  Z1   2Z 0  Z1  K

(23)

5.3 Non-undercutting critical condition of CBPT
Compare the calculated results of Formulas (18) to
(23), and take them into Formula (15). The non-

Fig. 5 The 3D model of epicycloid tooth

undercutting critical condition of CBPT can be
obtained as follows:

1  K 
r cos 

.
R0
1  K 2 Z 0  Z1 K
3

(24)

The undercutting happens on the hypocycloid inside
tooth first in CBPT [10], and Formula (24) is the nonundercutting critical condition for the hypocycloid
inside tooth actually. The cycloid groove with nonundercutting tooth can be designed and optimized by
Formula (24).
6

Fig. 6 The 3D model of hypocycloid tooth

Fig. 7 is the simulation of cycloid tooth using the

Simulation and manufacture

software
The parameters of CBPT prototype are shown in
Table 2. According to Formula (24), the cycloid

Mastercam_X5,

and

the

interference

phenomenon caused by undercutting never happens in
simulation.

parameters with non-undercutting condition are given
as: K=0.2, and R0=90 mm.
Table 2 Parameters of CBPT prototype
Parameter

Z1

Z2

Z0

r/mm

Value

29

31

30

10

According to the parameters of Table 2, the tooth
profile equations of epicycloid and hypocycloid are

Fig. 7 The simulation with Mastercam_X5

calculated, and the 3D models are generated using
software Pro-E in Figs. 5 and 6.

Fig. 8 shows the manufacture of cycloid disc.
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Fig. 8 The manufacture of cycloid tooth

7

Conclusion
1) The non-undercutting condition of cycloid tooth

profile for CBPT is researched. The non-undercutting
critical condition of cycloid tooth profile is solved by
the analysis of cycloid tooth profile and curvature
radius, and the result is verified by simulation.
2) The critical position of undercutting changes with
the variation of tooth profile parameters. The
undercutting happens on the hypocycloid inside tooth
first in CBPT.
3) The CBPT with undercutting can be designed by
the non-undercutting condition, and the design process
can be simplified by the non-undercutting critical
condition of hypocycloid inside tooth especially.
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